
 

Rigging an Endless Loop 
Halyard (The Standard 6m 
Pole is rigged this way) 
 
Step 1: Through the pulley 

      
  

Step 2: Both ends spliced to the  
“fixed clip” 

Step 3: Loop on the “adjustable clip” 
so that the flag is a neat tight sheet. 

(a) Loop through the blind eye. 
 

(b) Loop over and tighten 
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Standard 6m Flagpole 

 

6m untapered white powder coated aluminium 
flagpole complete with halyard, flag clips, and cleat, 

ready to hoist a flag, and supplied with a 1.5m 
galvanised steel spigot packed to the inside diameter 

of the pole. 
 

After the spigot is concreted in plumb on site, the pole 
is lowered over the spigot and secured with an 

inconspicuous stainless steel grub screw at the base. 
The spigot depth in concrete is marked. 

 
The halyard is an endless loop, with one flag clip 

adjustable on the halyard to allow the flag, when 
clipped on, to be in slightly greater tension than the 

halyard between the clips, making the flag a neat tight 
sheet. This adjustment may be necessary for each 

different flag hoisted. 
 

The flagpole is supplied ready rigged, and the 
instructions at right wil be useful if re-rigging the pole 

at any future date. 
 

To prevent the halyard annoyingly clicking against the 
pole, with or without the flag hoisted, pass the halyard 

around the pole once before firmly tying it of on the 
cleat. 

 
This pole will withstand high winds, but since wind is 

the enemy of a flag which wears out by whipping in the 
wind, it is therefore recommended to lower the flag in 

stormy or excessively windy weather. 
If installing the pole yourself, take care to get the 

spigot plumb, as minor error at the base will be 
emphasised at the top. If installing in established earth, 

a hole 500mm deep and 200 x 200 is big enough. 

 

 

 

 


